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Foreword
In Nepal, every year 15,000 children die due to waterborne diseases and poor sanitation
which means 288 children die just during the celebration period of National Sanitation
week.

Sanitation coverage in Nepal lags far behind drinking water coverage. The latest national
data reveals that national sanitation coverage is 39% compared to drinking water
coverage of 82%. To note, sanitation coverage is neither equal across the country, nor
is it associated with water coverage. The sanitation gap is far greater in the Tarai
districts. Over half the people living in the Tarai have access to drinking water but not
to sanitation. The status of latrines constructed in the past is in the poor conditions
challenging its sustainability. In order to achieve Millennium Development Target (MDT),
approximately 14,000 latrines need to be constructed every month till 2015. The
estimated resource gap for sanitation is USD 6 million per year. The national target is
even ambitious for having universal coverage by 2017 which has even more implications
on resources.

Media coverage on sanitation and hygiene issues were very low, in fact almost non-
existent but NEWAH's initiation to build partnerships with media two years back has
really made a positive impact. Journalists were involved in understanding the sanitation
issue and its link with human development and the urgency required to address it.
Such engagement provided a high level of awareness and commitment among media
persons which subsequently contributed towards the increased coverage of sanitation
related materials in the media.
Nonetheless, to strengthen the partnership with the media, The Nepal WASH group
has and will continue activities to engage and educate media persons on issues of
sanitation, support them to produce interesting material and inspire them to cover
these issues. Apart from this, updating journalists on upcoming water and sanitation
issues, interaction to collect their views and feedback will be conducted more frequently
to take the agenda of sanitation at a higher political level.

In line with this, Nepal Water of Health (NEWAH) has established a Feature Service
Program in 2004 together with Sancharika Samuha, a group of women media
professionals concerned by the lack of gender perspectives on sanitation issues in
the media. In addition to this, the collaboration with Nepal Forum for Environmental
Journalists (NEFEJ) and Sancharika Samuha led to a media campaign in Chitwan
district last year for the period of two months. As a result, the campaign has enabled
to bring some flaming issues on media on incidents of residents living around the
Chitwan National Park that had suffering from wild animal attacks, either being killed
or handicapped while going to the jungle to .defecate due to lack of latrines at home.
Likewise, news on increasing pollution in the Narayani river and its effects that led
towards further realization of the issue and to support the initiative of achieving total
sanitation in Chitwan district by 2009, are worth mentioning.

This booklet contains compilations of articles published on various newspapers through
Sancharika Feature Service including those published during Chitwan Media Campaign.
In order to increase a readership, the articles have also been translated into English.
I thank Sancharika Samuha and NEFEJ for this outcome and request readers to send
your valuable suggestions and feedback to improve our efforts in addressing this
important issue of sanitation.

Umesh Pandey
Director
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Women in search of public latrine
with privacy

Nirjala Kaskhapati

Dhanmaya Magar entered the capital recently, being forced to migrate from Maoist-
infested Bolpa to Kathmandu due to the daily incidents of clashes in her village. She
lives in a rented room and now runs a small shop on a capital street for her livelihood.
She has to go to latrine at least thrice daily, which has now become a major problem
for her. She cannot visit the public latrine in her neighborhood, since it means spending
as much as Rs 15 everyday, which is quite a big sum for a woman like her. Now she
relieves herself in an open space nearby - not out of choice but out of compulsion.

In the same fashion, lots of youths in Kathmandu do not use public latrines. Kathmandu
Metropolitan City (KMC) has leased all the public latrines to private parties and every
user has to pay Rs 2 or Rs 3 each time. How can a woman in this patriarchal society
where she does not have access to family property, pay Rs 15 to Rs 16 each day?

Kathmandu, being the capital, is the most densely populated city. On the one hand,
the opportunities and facilities attract people and on the other, people's migration to
the capital has increased after the conflict started, resulting in a polluted city from
every angle. The population of Kathmandu has grown drastically from 1.6 million but
there are only 33 public latrines for them.

Though some of the public latrines under the over-head bridges are in good condition,
most others are in a bad shape. The passers-by have to cover their nose due to
obnoxious odour. Lack of security and privacy are other problems for women as both
men's and women's latrines are made in the same building. Most of the public latrines
do not have doors and anybody can enter any room. "Without help of an attendant
outside, it is difficult for women even to urinate in public latrines," a woman says.
There are only two public latrines around Ratnapark, the heart of the city. Even those
seem to have been built primarily for men, with women being provided small space.
For six urinals for men, there are only three for women.

Chief of Urban Environment Section at KMC, Rabin Man Shrestha discloses that the
KMC is constructing 22 more latrines in the capital in next six months; some could
be in the same old places and others in new places. But sadly there is no plan to have
separate and secured latrines for women. Besides those on the road, either traveling
or earning their livelihood, working women do not fare better either as many of the
offices, be it government or private, do not have separate latrines for men and women.

Even urinals meant for justices in the Supreme Court had provisions for males alone
until Silu Singh arrived there as the first woman justice. When latrines were constructed
the management never thought that even women could also be justices. Similarly,
many of the offices have only one latrine for both men and women. Many of the
government offices and schools are running with the mentality of the Supreme Court
and it is yet to change. The decision-makers must think over it. So, the women resist
the call of nature for long time, just like they do while traveling in buses. Moreover,
some women avoid drinking water to save themselves from going to the latrines
frequently and their bladder remains dry for a long time.

Neurologist Dr Rhishi Kumari Kafle said that blocking urine in the bladder for a long
time could cause infection in the urine itself, which might result in pain in lower
abdomen, waist, problem in kidney, stones, fever and so on. "These problems are
more frequent in women than in men. It becomes very difficult to treat them if not
taken care in time," Dr Kafle cautions. _ , . , . , . , T , onnA

Sanchanka Lekhmala, July 2004



Gir\s suffer due to lack of latrine
Sangeeta Rijal

The place is just half an hour walk from the Prithivi Highway and just 40 kilometers
west of the capital city, Kathmandu. But ironically, people of the region are unaware of
proper sanitation.

Leave alone the local households, even school children are denied basic latrine facility.
Take for example, Panchakanaya Primary School of Bhumesthan Village Development
Committee, Karki Danda.

The students of the school are compelled to use the nearby jungle and alley as
latrine. Boys do not have much difficulty in answering the call of nature but girls really
go through various social, physical and psychological problems when they have to
use open space as latrines.

However, it is not that the school does not have latrine. But the only latrine built by
Water Aid more than a decade ago remains closed all the time. "We open this latrine
only when some important guests arrive in our school," says Ram Hari Subedi,
headmaster of the school, sheepishly.

The girls of the school always go through inferiority complex whenever they go to
alley and jungle to relieve themselves. Their shame and agony increases when they
discover boys watching them relieving in the open.

The problem doubles during their menstruation period. "It is not as usual days. During
our period, we have to go to latrine time and again. So I avoid school during my
menstrual period," says Sunita, a class five student. Sunita is not alone. Many of the
girls who go through menstrual period do not attend school during those four to five
days in a month. What adds to their problem is that they cannot change pads in an
open space.

However, it is not just the village schools where the girls do not have even as basic a
need as a secure latrine. Many girls from city schools share the fate. Many of the
schools in cities have a latrine but it lacks maintenance. Those schools, which have
one or two latrines, lack water supply and sanitation. Consequently girls again go
through tough time. Many schools do not have lock and light in the latrine.

Sumnima Dalakoti, a class ten student of Kankali Secondary School at Bayara,
Chitwan says that she also does not go to school during her menstruation period.
Though there are a few latrines in her school, they are of no use since they remain
dirty all the time. Besides, there are no lights.

She gets more disturbed with the filthy words written on the walls of the latrine. "Due
to objectionable sketches and writings on the walls, my mood is spoiled for the entire
day and I can't concentrate in my class," Dalakoti complains.

Girls also reveal that many of them are compelled to control their urge to relieve
themselves at times. Some of them have to queue for long, waiting for their turn to
come. When the urge becomes intolerable, a few of them daringly go to the boy's
latrine, which becomes difficult and embarrassing at times. "One has to have guts to
use boys' latrine," says Asmita Sharma, a class seven student of Little Star Secondary
School in Kathmandu. "We also suffer though boys' teasing," Sharma adds.

Nearly two months back, one of the dailies reported that two girls dropped out of their
school due to lack of latrine in their school. The example is good enough to bring out



the plight of the girl students and lack of due response of the concerned authorities.

Laxmi Paudyal, regional co-ordinator of Nepal Water for Health, who has been visiting
various schools, says, "Majority of the schools lack latrine facility. Even if there is the
facility, the school administration is not gender sensitive."

"Most of the schools have common latrine for girls and boys. But many of the girls
cannot use latrine since they are very mush sensitive and feel embarrassed to use
such latrines," she adds.

Her study also indicates that despite constructing big buildings, school authorities do
not plan for secure latrines for girls. And the hard reality is that in many of the school-
teachers and students share the same latrine. According to Poudyal, due to common
latrine, girls are compelled to use alleys and different corners outside the school
area.

"The plan for separate latrines for girls should be incorporated in the overall construction
of school building," she suggests.

Similarly child psychologist, Dr. Nandita Sharma says that girls who lack latrine
facility while growing up lose their confidence. "Such girls can't express themselves
in front of mass," she said. "Compared to guys, girls need more privacy."

"There can be another danger," warns Sharma. "The girls may develop fear of boys
and may forever be shy in front of them."

The issue seems simple but it is connected with the identity of women. Educated
people have knowledge about the possible health hazards that would result from open
latrines, but how many of them are aware of the social and psychological problems
caused to girls by lack of securetr: latrine?

"Silent Suffering," a research conducted by Child Workers in Nepal Concerned Centre
also mentions that girl child faces various problems due to lack of latrine.

If girls have to drop out of their school just for lack of proper latrine, it would increase
the dropout rates of girls from schools, impacting the goal of universal primary
education. The government's concerns should be drawn towards this issue to meet
the goal of minimizing dropout rates.

Sancharika Lekhmala, August 2004



Unisex latrine hampers women's
participation

Sharad Adhikari

Following a gruelling five months of military training in the combat squad of the Royal
Nepalese Army (RNA), an exuberant Rita Thapa (name changed) arrived at RNA's
headquarters. She was brimming with energy and bubbling with enthusiasm. But
when she had to relieve herself she couldn't find a ladies only latrine. So she had no
choice but to go to the men's latrine, her heart filled with shame and tension. Thus her
very first day in office left her disheartened. During training she had not encountered
such a problem because all the trainees were women and there was a separate,
temporary latrine.

This problem has not in any way dented her courage to enter the battlefield carrying
a gun, but it remains an unpleasant experience. Thanks to strict military discipline,
she can neither tell her problem to anyone nor complain about it to her seniors. This
is the first time women have been recruited in the army's infantry. Women recruits in
the Army Headquarters, Military Police and Military Band do the same work as men
do. In accordance with the government's policy to ensure at least five percent
representations of women in the army, at least 40 women will be recruited as lieutenant
in the near future.

Female soldiers like Rita have undergone rigorous training just as men do. The around
200 women who have entered the infantry did not receive any special treatment during
the course of the five-month training. They displayed all the qualities that a soldier
should possess, made no compromises. But, ironically, the moment their office duty
began, they had to "compromise" on the issue of latrine. Says Rita, "After inducting
women into the army, they should be provided due facilities. Things such as these
that may seem trivial will help increase women's attraction for the army."

Army authorities, however, say that physical facilities for female soldiers will be gradually
upgraded as per the need. Pointing out that open ing the army to women is in itself a
historical step, RNA Spokesman Brig-Gen Rajendra Thapa says, "Women have just
entered the army. Physical facilities for them will be gradually increased." RNA
Headquarters has been employing women administrators and technicians since much
earlier.

It is not only the army that has just started to recruit female soldiers which lacks a
separate "latrine for women. Even the police, which have been recruiting women for
years, lack that basic facility. Policewomen are suffering because of the lack of a
separate latrine at the Police Headquarters and other police offices under it. Even
though women have reached high positions in the police force, the Police Headquarters
is yet to realise the need for a separate latrine for women.

The Nepali police force has around 3000 women. Besides lower-ranked technical
staff, there are two women Superintendent of Police (SP) in the force. The Police
Headquarters alone has at least 100 policewomen. "A separate latrine is one of our
basic needs," says a woman assistant sub-inspector at the headquarters. She says
that women and men of all ranks use the same latrine. On top of that, there are not
adequate latrine, with the result that they have to wait for hours to use the latrine.
And, at times, when men do not close the door while using the latrine, women suddenly



entering it feel terribly ashamed. The sight of a policeman standing in front of a urinal
or sitting on a commode is humiliating for policewomen.

Not only the police and the army, many government offices, which have a sizeable
number of women employees and which is frequented by ordinary women, do not
have separate latrines for wome i. Gender activist Dr. Arjoo Deuba thinks that
government offices lack gender friendly environment. Revealing that women have to
share the latrine with men in several ministries, Dr. Deuba says, "The government
should arrange comfortable latrine for women. That is the foremost need of women
employees."

The grand four-storey building of the Finance Ministry inside Singha Durbar, where it
moved only last year, lacks a separate latrine for low ranking women employees. The
building that was built last year has on average three latrines on each floor, but not a
single one exclusively for women. The compulsion to use the latrine also used by
men not only makes women feel ashamed and humiliated, but also makes them
vulnerable to sexual offences. "In such a situation the chances of sexual offence are
high," says Dr. Deuba.

SP Parvati Thapa suggests that there should be a separate latrine for policewomen
right from the training phase. She is confident that women's latrine will become a
reality in time, as reforms in the police force unfold. "Problem indicates need. It
inspires people to find solutions."

The condition of the latrine reflects not only a nation's level of development, but also
the state of its civilisation. So, it is highly shocking that the Finance Ministry, which
is the national economy's watchdog and is regularly in touch with foreigners, cannot
arrange a separate latrine for women. This shows the condition of all government
offices and administrative units. "The bosses should know that there are women
employees too and hence there ought to be infrastructure such as separate latrine for
them," says Bhagirathi Palikhe, an officer at the Finance Ministry since many years.
"If the presence of women in civil service is to be increased, then the government
should pay attention to expanding such basic facilities for them." She accuses those
in the top echelons of being narrow-minded, thus obstructing positive change. Even
government offices such as land reforms office and district administration office, and
courts - places where visitor pressure is very high - are devoid of "women's only"
latrine.

The anatomy of women calls for a latrine different from that used by men. Government
apathy to such a basic need of women makes it clear that the state's oft-repeated
commitment to ensuring equal participation of women is confined to mere rhetoric. In
this case, womenfolk's need should be met on the basis of equity rather than equality.

Sancharika Lekhmala, September 2004



Latrines change lives of women
Bharat Adhikah

"The more than 400 residents of this village defecate in the open. If a person defecates
on average 250 grams of feces, in one day 109 kilos and in a year about 400 quintals
of feces are accumulated in empty areas." Addressing a gathering at Karkidanda's
chautari (informal gathering) nine months ago, Mangaldas Duwal, senior technician of
Nepal Water for Health (NEWAH) was estimating the amount of human feces
discharged in the open and the practice's harmful effects on human health and
environment. "One gram of feces can contain ten million viruses, one million bacteria
and 100 stomach worm eggs. What would happen to us if only a tiny particle of such
feces were to enter our stomach through any means?" An elderly man listening to the
lecture said, making a face, "Oh, I have eaten so much shit."

A campaign to build a latrine in every house of Karkidanda of Bhumisthan VDC-8 of
Dhading district is underway as part of a community-led "complete sanitation" program,
assisted by NEWAH. Thirteen years ago, a drinking water project, under the assistance
of WATERAID Nepal, was introduced in the village. The 12 waterspouts built back
then and four more that were added later continue giving water. However, in a village
considered to have the best drinking water system, not a single house had a latrine
until last year. Less than a year after work began to make the village a completely
sanitized area, 46 of its 65 houses have latrines built without subsidies. Latrines are
being built in the remaining houses at top speed. The target was to have a latrine in
every house of Karkidanda by September 21, says Duwal. According to him, after all
houses have a latrine, a board declaring the village to be completely sanitary will be
put up at the gateway of the village.

Duwal has found women to be more active than men in the campaign to make the
village completely sanitary. Most of the village men go to Simle for work during the
day. Those who don't have work also do not stay at home. Duwal says local women
are in charge of explaining to villagers that building latrines with the money that would
otherwise be spent on treatment of a disease would keep the disease itself at bay.

"Without the help of women this campaign would have crashed midway," says Duwal.
Sunkeshari, resident of the village, is testimony to the fact that women are more
concerned about the village's sanitary condition. Although she makes a living from
sewing, she did menial work so that with the wages it fetched she could buy a sack
of cement, ceramic pan and three kilos of iron rods. At a cost of Rs 2500 - including
construction materials and wages - her latrine was built. She is glad she is using a
latrine, and has felt an improvement in her social standing.

So how did the villagers, especially women, who never felt the need of latrine, become
attracted in such a short period toward building latrines without any subsidy? All
thanks to an unusual campaign, says Duwal. "We visited the places, where they
defecated and fixed yellow flags onto heaps of shit. Seeing flags all around them, the
villagers realized that heaps of shit littered the entire village haphazardly, and became
frightened. Then one day we discussed about how much shit is accumulated in the
open areas of the village and their effects on health. After being continuously told
about the importance of latrine and hygiene, people ultimately wanted to build and
use latrines." Such type of discussions on human excreta, an issue that people are
generally loath to talk about, gave rise to revulsion among them and inspired them to



build latrines, contends Duwal. It was even easier to get the support of the village
women for the proposal to build latrines, he adds. According to Duwal, two women
health activists are conducting health-related awareness programs in Karkidanda so
that community members, particularly women, acquire and maintain sanitary habits.

Most of the organizations currently working in the sanitation sector in Nepal provide
economic support for making latrines. But the concept of complete sanitation that
has been introduced in the village does not encourage subsidies. It is based on the
experience that people don't feel obliged to maintain latrines built with subsidies, and
such latrines are not used in the long run. "People have caught a habit of expecting
subsidy in everything. But it is wrong; building latrine doesn't need subsidy," says
health activist Amrita Upreti.

In the Nepali month of Asar last year (June-July 2003), 57-year-old Dev Kumari Thapa
fell off a slope of a homestead while going to defecate, and broke a leg. She incurred
more than Rs 10,000 in expenses for her treatment. "Four strong latrines could have
been built with the money spent for my treatment," says Thapa, pointing out the
importance of the latrine.

"When we didn't have latrine, even during the day the prospect of having to defecate
at night filled me with dread. As someone had to accompany the person in the family
who felt the need to defecate at night, other's sleep would also be disturbed. Now we
are able to sleep peacefully at night," says Thulimaya, who has just built a latrine.
Women faced more difficulties defecating than men did. It was not that easy to find
inconspicuous places to relieve oneself, and snakes and wild animals were a deterrent
to venturing far afield. Those difficult days are over, now that there is a latrine nearby,
says Thulimaya. Besides latrine construction, locals of Karkidanda are also paying
attention to other aspects of hygiene. Says health activist Upreti, "People wear clean
clothes even if they are old. The practice of washing hands before cooking and eating,
and after defecation, is growing."

SancharikaLekhma/a, October 2004



Answering the call of nature:
Women suffer again

Madhu Rai

"Before it used to be difficult, now I have got used to it," says Manju Bhandari of
Biratnagar-5, Ekrahi about her experience of defecating in the open. Having used a
latrine at her parents' home, Bhandari faced great discomfort at her new home after
marriage. Her neighbor Rama Bhattarai also agrees that it is more embarrassing for
women than for men to answer the call of nature in the open. "We can defecate in
comfort only if we wake up earlier than men," syays Bhattarai.

Like Bhandari and Bhattarai, Pushpa Bhandari, a teacher at Janaki English School,
also does the act outside the latrine. Her experience is no different from the duo's.
While defecating in the open can be taken as a normal practice among communities
of Terai origin in city areas of Biratnagar sub-metropolitan city, the majority of the
residents of Ward No. 5, some five kilometers west of the city, are forced to adopt it
because they lack latrine.

Lest they should defecate during the day, newly wed women are given just a little
food, says Jaleshwori Yadav of the ward. "Not only the daughter-in-law, the son-in-law
also faces difficulties," adds Ramdevi Rajbanshi. Though adults use the open areas
by the bamboo thicket and the canal of Ekrahi, kids and sick people defecate near
their houses or on the road. "We know that this kind of undisciplined defecation
causes diseases but we have no other option," says Daisydevi Yadav.

The majority of the people, however, are ignorant about the hazards of the practice.
Children and women have suffered most due to the absence of latrines. Many women of
communities that do not have latrines defecate either early in the morning or after dusk.

In this wait for dawn and darkness most women start suffering from diseases related
with organs associated with the defecation process. Ignorance and illiteracy are
disrupting a normal bodily process. Communities that do not fully grasp the importance
of latrines also do not take seriously the problems faced by women. The practice puts
women at risk of sexual misconduct or, worse, rape. The physical and psychological
trauma they undergo in that eventuality is beyond imagination.

A Department of Drinking Water and Sanitation study under its five-year work plan,
conducted in 1999, attributed the lack enthusiasm in building latrines to people
simply not realizing the need of latrines.

Thus residents of most wards of Biratnagar sub-metropolitan city are deprived of the
minimum basic facility they are entitled to. To be sure, the municipality every year
gives hundreds of thousand of rupees to the wards for physical development and
works. But the priority accorded by the municipality to physical works over social
development has resulted in lack of awareness about the need to use latrines among
the residents of underdeveloped and developed wards like Ward No. 5.

Former Ward Chairman Balakram Chowdhari is one such individual who is making an
effort to solve the daily problem faced by the people of Ward No. 5. He says the
municipality this year has allocated Rs 1.5 million for development and construction
works in his ward that would benefit its 7,500 residents. As all the wards were obliged
to continue last year's proposed programs, they could not provide financial assistance



to the residents to build latrines, says Chowdhari. Since the municipality did not
provide any direct support for social development activities, Nepal Water for Health
(NEWAH), an NGO, introduced a sanitation program in the village last year.

NEWAH, which has been conducting a health program in Ekrahi since last year, has
also started a program that encourages building latrines in the last few months. It has
pledged partial assistance in construction of latrines by 219 households of the ward.
Every household can get the assistance by submitting a minimum of Rs 500 to Rs
800 initially, says Sushila Rai, health teacher with NEWAH. Rai points out that despite
her organization's offer, the families of the ward do not seem interested in building
latrines due to poverty and lack of education,.

Likewise, a NEWAH study done in 2003 showed every morning 10.7 million people in
Nepal sit under the open sky in villages and towns to answer the call of nature. A gram
of human feces could contain 10 million viruses, 1 million bacteria, 12,000 parasites
and 100 eggs of stomach worms, according to an UNICEF study done in 2000.
Furthermore, 80 percent of diseases in underdeveloped and developing countries are
caused by poor sanitation. The government, however, has not been able to implement
its policy of educating people about the basics of hygiene and environmental education.

Sancharika Lekhmala, November 2004



Even drivers don't pull over at
places convenient for female

passengers
Amika Rajthala

She is a female officer of Woman Development Division and as someone working for
development and empowerment of women, she has to travel to different districts.
Moreover, her husband's as well as parental home being in Kathmandu, she has to
travel long distances. But as far as possible she does not travel during the day. The
reason: drivers of buses in long routes pull over at an open place for passengers to
answer the call of nature. Says the government officer, "Men can urinate at open
places by simply turning their backs but we feel embarrassed to do the same. At
night, though, there isn't much problem if we go a little further from the place where
the vehicles are parked. That is why I avoid traveling on long distance buses during
the day as far as possible." However, with night buses far and between these days
due to worsening security situation, there is no respite.

Working for the Dalit Women's Association, Kala Swarnakar, a resident of Dang
district, also says it is really embarrassing to urinate when drivers pull over by an
open area. As far as possible she tries to use the latrines of hotels where they eat but
the latrines are not always adequate. So she reduces the amount of food and water
she eats and drinks while traveling long distances. She still remembers an instance
where, unable to bear the heat, she drank more than the usual quantity of water, and
had to suffer.

Likewise, Sajana, who works for Step, an NGO, and hails from Achham, says drivers
ignore requests by women to park the vehicle at a place convenient for the latter. Even
Dipak Khadka, a bus driver along Kathmandu-Pokhara route, acknowledges that long
distance bus drivers and operators should pay special attention to the comfort and
security of passengers, especially women. However, he argues that he stops the bus
when the conductor tells him to do so, but does not know whether the passenger who
made the request was a man or a woman. He also adds that requests by women
cannot be rejected in jest.

In addition to the lack of public latrines along long distance routes, female passengers'
ordeal is compounded by hours-long traffic jams caused by security checks. But
driver Khadka says in lighter vein, "These days you don't have to stop the bus anywhere
for passengers to urinate. Security personnel have made latrines at every security
check points and passengers use them."

Makeshift latrines made by security forces using tents and fenced by grass and wood
have provided some relief to some passengers besides protecting the locality from
foul smell. Although security personnel have made separate latrines for men and
women, the majority of woman passengers say they do not use them. Advocate
Basanti Shrestha, whose profession takes her to different districts frequently, says
she has never used such kind of latrines and has also not seen any woman entering
them, either. She thinks that women are reluctant to use such makeshift latrines
because they are unable to ensure their privacy.

Similarly, Swarnakar adds that going to the latrine while the bus is stationed carries



the risk of missing the vehicle; on the other hand, it is not possible to carry one's
luggage for security checks while going to the latrine. She points out the need for
comfortable latrines for women at regular intervals, adding that drivers too should stop
their vehicles only where proper latrines are available.

In some places drivers pull over in front of hotels with which they have prior arrangement
for free food for bus staffers. In such cases, no matter how filthy the latrines are,
women are left with no option other than to use them.

The fact that women do use a properly built latrine at the security checkpost in
Nepalgunj indicates that they generally avoid the makeshift tent- latrines made by
security personnel due to embarrassment, points out Regional manager of Nepal
Water for Health (NEWAH) Saraswati Khanal. She suggests that latrines for
passengers should be such that many can use them at a time, and that they are in a
safe and secure location.

Between 1991-1994 NEWAH built seven public latrines to provide relief to long distance
travelers. Some of the latrines built in Damauli, Dhulikhel, Khairenital, Abukhaireni,
Dulegaunda, Saurahachowk and Pokhara-Baglung bus-parks are functioning properly
while some are in need of reconstruction. The latrine in Dhulikhel was damaged
during road construction.

With financial assistance from WATERAID, an INGO, NEWAH, in cooperation with
Kathmandu Metropolitan City, has completed a study on public latrine management
in the city while its Biratnagar regional office is conducting a study on public latrines.

Thus public latrines should be built along the way so that women can avoid such
conditions. That women do not use latrines made by security personnel proves that
they cannot urinate/defecate just about anywhere, and that they require privacy. And
male passengers' use of latrines of security personnel also points to the need of
secure latrines for women as well.

Experts feel that since hygiene is a symbol of civilization and so necessary for good
health, local residents should push for latrine construction with the help of local bodies,
as filth and stench affect not passengers but locals.

Sancharika Lekhmala, December 2004



No latrines for physically
challenged

Sangeeta Rijal

Sushma Shivakoti, who has been using wheelchair because of the rib problems that
originated from typhoid during her childhood, came to Kathmandu a year ago. It is
compulsion rather than desire that brought her to Kathmandu. Just recently, she
started using the crutches. But that has not solved her problems completely. Apart
from the difficulty in travelling in Kathmandu, she could not use the latrine properly.

Using latrines when she was studying in Grade Four in her village at Sunkhani-2 in
Dolakha district was a big problem. Her new school does not pose such problems. At
Khagendra Navajivan Centre, there is a door in the latrine that facilitates her to take
her wheelchair inside. However, there was no such facility at Saraswoti Bidhya Mandir,
the school she left one year ago. "With the help of my sister and friends, I used the
school's latrine only in times of emergency. That too, after resting my hands on the
floor, which was already wet with urine," she says.

In a soft voice, she recalls her past: "Many a time I slipped on the latrine floor that was
covered with grime. Many a time, I could not answer the nature's call on time. I went
to the latrine only upon returning home," she says.

She still vividly remembers the days when she did not go to school, as she was not in
a position to use the latrine there. In the rainy days, she could not go to the latrine
that was made up of mud even with the help of her friends.

Shivakoti, who has been living at a rehabilitation center for the disabled at Chuchepati
(Kathmandu), says enthusiastically: "At my new school, the wheelchair can enter
the latrine. I have not encountered any incident where my crutches fell down in the
latrine."

Binita Khadka has a bitter experience as well. "I did not go to my first school whenever
I had my period," says Khadka. "There was no latrine suitable to my needs." But
there was a latrine for her at Shree Ram High School at Kokalpur. She lost the
mobility of her limbs to polio at the age of one year and a half. She now uses the
crutches.

Normally she did not drink water at high school because she was ashamed of using
latrine freely. But the problem followed her to college as well. The lock of the latrine
was placed so high that she could not reach it. She had an unpleasant experience of
making her friend stand outside the latrine as she urinated on the latrine floor.
She grew up, as she climbed the ladder of education. Still, Binita has not been able to
use the latrine that meets her need. Although her school has separate latrines for
men and women, there is not a single one suitable for the physically challenged
people. "I cannot bend my legs. But there is no commode suitable to my needs," she
says.

Central Member of the National Federation of the Disabled Binita says: "Kathmandu
is the capital city. Here we do not have special latrines. How can there be one
elsewhere?"

At R R College, it is not possible to take wheel chairs into the latrines. Are there any
latrines for the physically challenged people at the capital's schools? Even if one
manages to find one, there will be one problem or another," says Binita. Either the
lock or the tap could have been placed in unreachable places, she further says. "In
some places, we will have to climb the stairs to go to the latrine. For people like us it
is extremely difficult to climb the stairs to use the latrine."



The woe of Sanumaiya Gurung of Lele, Lalitpur, who uses wheel chair, is no different
from that of the physically challenged women. Her job requires her to travel frequently
to and from Kathmandu and Lalitpur Municipalities. "There are many latrines in the
city. But I cannot go to any latrine without the help of my friends," she says.

"The wheel chair could not go inside. Most of the latrines are on high platforms. In
case the wheel chair manages to enter the latrine, there will be no room to turn it or to
close the door," she adds. "Then there will be no option but to keep the door open."

A research conducted by Nepal Water for Health (NEWAH), a non-governmental
organisation, in April this year says 90 percent of the non-governmental organisations
and government offices do not have latrines for the physically challenged people. The
research covered 51 organisations and offices, including government offices, hospitals
and educational institutions. But President of Nepal Disabled Society Rupmagat
Neupane does not agree with the findings of the research. "No latrines have been
constructed for the physically challenged people," he says. In the absence of special
latrines, wheelchair-bound students do not go to school.
They have not been able to enjoy the freedom of mobility as there are no latrines even
in public places. Only a few women venture outside their houses, and when they do,
they do not drink water in public places fearing a visit to the latrine. According to
Engineer Farag Kayastha, who is associated with the government's residence and
urban development department, there are plans to build special latrines in the buildings
that are undergoing construction, and that are related to the health sector. Kayastha
claims that such latrines will be reconstructed in the next fiscal year at old government
offices such as the Land Revenue Office and the Chief District Office where many
people come.
Coordinator of the newly formed taskforce Access of the Disabled to Drinking Water
and Hygiene Rupmagat Neupane says: "National and international organisations must
stop building physical infrastructure as requested. The schools must stop saying that
they have not built such latrines because there are not any physically handicapped
student there," he says. The government's goal to provide drinking water and latrines
for all by 2017 cannot be achieved by deceiving the disabled. "If we are ignored, even
the Education for All by 2015 slogan will turn out to be an empty promise."

Birendra Raj Pokharel, President of the National Federation of the Disabled, says the
height of the tap from the floor should not be more than 3 ft. The perimeter of the
latrines pan should be 18 inches at the maximum, and the height of the stairs leading
up to the latrine should not be more than nine inches. There should be a bar on a path
to the latrines so that they can walk by holding the bar. There should also be another
bar near the latrines pan or commode.

According to the Census of 2058 BS, 0.46 percent of the country's total population
are disabled. Of them, the physically challenged people are 39 percent, and more
than 50 percent of them are women. Going by the World Health Organisation estimates,
there are about 2.5 million disabled in Nepal, more than half of them women. It also
says 10 percent of the people in developing countries are disabled.

Sancharika Lekhmala, July 2005



They cannot drink to their
hearts' content

Kamala Parajuli

Gita Chaudhary, 50, of Koteshwor has two daughters. She is heavily pregnant. She
started a vegetable business in Koteshwor a year ago. From morning to evening, she
is busy selling vegetables on the pavement. "I do not drink water from morning to
evem. .g," she says. "I cannot go to the proper latrine on time. So it is better not to
drink water at all. I used to control urination this way, but these days it is very difficult,"
she says. "When one is pregnant, she needs to go to latrine frequently. It is difficult to
hold back oneself and one needs to do work as well," Gita says uncomfortably. "My
husband sells vegetables on a cycle the whole day, but his earnings alone do not
provide us with meals. Therefore, I am working despite the extreme pain," she adds.

Her two daughters were born in a village. There she did not have such problems.
Whenever she had to urinate, she used to go to the field. But in Kathmandu, people
are walking around in all the places. She could not urinate on the street. There is no
public latrine nearby, she says. Her rented room is very far away. That is why she
goes to the latrine before setting off for work in the morning and drinks less water. I try
my best to resist the nature's call in the afternoon. But if I push myself too much, I
begin to lose control over it. But because of shame, I cannot urinate in public. In front
of us, men turn backwards and urinate on the road. How easy it is for them! It is
indeed a luck to be a man!

Gita is eight-month pregnant. But so far, she has not visited a hospital. She says:
"Sometimes my private part gets an itch and it scalds when I urinate. But I am
ashamed to go to a doctor."

Like Gita, other women hawkers confront such problems. Phulmaya Tamang, who
sells vegetable alongside Gita, is also pregnant. Her pregnancy is more than eight
months old. Phulkumari says: "In this condition, it is very difficult to sell vegetables
on the pavement. Sometimes it is the sun; sometimes it is the rain; sometimes it is
the city police. One had to run here and there carrying vegetables. Furthermore, I had
to resist the nature's call. Three months ago, when I had urinary problems, I went to
Maternity Hospital for a check-up. The doctor told me to drink a lot of water. But there
is a constraint. The doctor also told me not to use dirty latrines. It is said that if a
pregnant woman suffers from such problems, it will affect the child. The more one
drinks water, the more one urinates. But there is no latrine to go to in short intervals.
There are people everywhere. Where can one go? There is not even a dirty latrines.
How can one find a clean one? It would be a great thing if one manages to escape
public notice and finds space to squat [to urinate]. But who will make an arrangement?
Only women have to confront problems where there are no latrines. Men can stand
anywhere."

Kumari Magar, who lives in Shankhamul, had been visiting Maternity Hospital since
she got pregnant. She knows the importance of latrine. The 22-year-old woman, who
hails from Makwanpur, has been living in a rented apartment near Sukumbasi Tole of
Sankhamul for the past four years. She had a miscarriage when she was pregnant for
four months. But this time, she is cautious, and has been visiting the doctor regularly.
She says: "My private part used to have an itch. Urination became painful. And I used



to have white discharge. This happened for a long time, and ultimately it affected the
womb. After the problem worsened, I took medicine as well. May be, this adversely
affected the baby inside. Then I went to Maternity Hospital for a check-up. The doctor
said I had a urine infection because I did not use clean and proper latrine. Then he
prescribed a medicine."

Talking about pregnant women's need for frequent latrine visits, senior gynecologist
Dr Bhola Rijal says: "Pregnant women need to urinate more than normal women. This
is because of the change in their hormone. Furthermore, the uterus gets loosened
because there is a baby inside. The uterus presses the urine bladder. That is why,
they need to urinate frequently."

He says: "Many pregnant women come with urinary problems. Most women have
infection in their urinary bladders. This affects the baby inside the womb. Every time,
pregnant women come for a check-up, their urine is tested. Based on the report,
medicine and counseling are given."

Senior gynecologist Dr Kasturi Malla, who sees, listens to such problems of women
and treats hundreds of them every day at Maternity Hospital in Thapathali says:
"Problems related to urine are common among more than 80 percent Nepalese women.
And the majority of them come with urine infection. The more one urinates, the better
it is for the health. The more one drinks water, the easier it will be to urinate. But if one
does not release the urine regularly, the urine clots, yellows and it will be difficult to
discharge it. Infection of this type could affect the baby inside the womb."

She further says: "Women's reproductive organ is open, and less secure than that of
men. They have to squat to empty their bowels or to urinate. They have a high chance
of infection. The virus spreads easily in urinary bladder and uterus. This will ultimately
infect the kidney. This could result in premature childbirth, low weight or stunted
babies and sometimes miscarriage."

According to Dr Malla," The root cause of the problem is mismanaged latrines and
lack of access to latrines on time. In many cases, forceful delay in urination leads to
this problem. This problem is found more among the women who do not urinate on
time."

A study done by Nepal Water for Health three years ago says there are 33 public
latrines in Kathmandu Metropolitan City's 15 wards. Of them, four latrines are not
usable. Because of lack of water, others are also unhygienic.

Sancharika Lekhmala, August 2005
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Women are taming male alcoholics
Bharat Prasad Bhatta

Dumre Ekantachowk village in Urlabari Village Development Committee (VDC) of
Morang district consists of 70 families/households of different castes. It is a settlement
formed after 2047 B.S. Although is touched by the Mahendra Highway, this village is
deprived of development opportunities. Until as recently as a year ago, this settlement
was infamous for being unmanaged and dirty. Not a single house had a latrine. However,
the hygiene program launched last year has resulted in a latrine in every house in the
settlement. Its houses, compounds and roads are clean. Garbage is disposed of at a
specific place. Every Thursday all the members of the settlement assemble and
clean the empty spaces and roads. Families that do not participate in the cleaning
program are fined five rupees. At the facilitation of Nepal Water for Health (NEWAH),
an NGO, the villagers have started a campaign to make their community completely
clean. At the initiative of women, people were persuaded to give up their habit of
defecating in the open.

Because of the women's effort, a board has been placed besidejhe main road to the
village, which reads: "No one in this village defecates in the open." it is the first
community in Nepal to be declared one that is hygienically conscious. After the
cleanliness campaign started, the villagers have begun to embrace basic hygienic
habits. "We have just declared our village a place where people do not defecate in the
open. Realizing that other kinds of dirty habits must also be removed, we have also
started an anti-alcohol campaign," says Sharmila Rai, a local resident. Inspired by
the idea, they formed an 11 -member women's group under the leadership of Kamala
Bhattarai.

The very men, who used to get drunk and grab their wives' hair, hold their own ears
with their hands and squat and stand alternately as a punishment for such misdeeds.
Those who in an inebriated state inflict physical and mental torture on their family
members, create disturbance in the village and pick up fights with others have to
apologize before everyone and promise not to do that again. Furthermore, those
whose offences are of a more serious nature have to go round the village on their
knees and pay a fine of fifty-one rupees. Fed up with the misbehavior of drunkards,
women of the village have enforced a regulation has been abided by strictly; the
community has become peaceful and disciplined in a short time.

"We started this campaign to end the physical and mental torture committed against
women and children," says Kamala Bhattarai. 'Women, who worked all day long
without a break, could not even sleep in peace due to the atrocities of alcoholic
husbands. Children were forced to be fearful and stay away from their own parents.
There is no way of estimating the health and financial losses caused by alcohol
consumption. After it became too much, we made this regulation to ban alcohol
consumption and introduced penalty and fine," says Bhattarai.

To carry the campaign forward, the women of Dumre Ekantachowk have formed an
11 -member committee. The women-only committee keeps an eye on alcoholics, and
punishes and fines those who consume alcohol. They say the campaign was launched
primarily in view of the mental and physical torture inflicted on women and children,
misuse of family income and health problems. They took up the cudgels after people
from other communities came to the village to consume alcohol and turned it into a
village of drunkards, says Sharmila Rai.



According to Arjun Rai, chairman of the community environmental cleanliness
committee formed to conduct the cleanliness program, the women's group has played
an important role not only in keeping homes, country yards and roads clean, but also
in keeping the community disciplined. "In the past the children used to drive away
those who defecated in the open by whistling. Now women tame those who consume
alcohol. People have begun to give up alcohol consumption due to fear of being
humiliated in public. This has created an environment that is conducive of making the
community completely clean," says Arjun Rai.

Chairwoman of the women's committee Kamala Bhattarai says she learnt through
the cleanliness program that there are many other aspects of the community that
need to be reformed. "In the past women used to think it was their duty to bear the
injustices of their alcoholic husbands. Now the achievement in the area of cleanliness
has instilled in them a confidence that they can achieve anything if they work together.
That's why when we got together; we succeeded in eradicating the habit of alcoholism,
something more dirty than feces." she says. Kama Bahadur Bishwakarma, a local
resident, says his eyes were opened by the campaign initiated by the women. "Alcohol
ruins health, heart and economic condition. On top of that one would be punished in
front of everyone, which is another reason why I stopped drinking," he says. He even
does not hesitate to admit that he had a change of heart only after facing the action of
the women's group no less than three times. His son Dhan Bahadur Bishwakarma,
16, is elated that the anti-alcohol campaign has weaned his father off his bad habit.
"In the past, when my father drank and did not bother about household affairs, I had to
work in the field and collect grass and wood instead of going to school. Now I can
hopefully go to school," he says optimistically. Likewise, Sita Puri, who spent many
a sleepless night because of the ruckus created by her father who came home drunk,
is now assured that she will not have to suffer again, thanks to the effort of the
women.

The awareness that has dawned on the community has also resulted in visible signs
of economic improvement of the women. While they used to buy vegetables from the
market, women have now started to sell vegetables themselves. After NEWAH provided
training in maintaining homesteads, Harkamaya Rai, a local resident, has made
vegetable farming a source of income. Many households of the community have
taken to vegetable farming, and the trend is on the rise.

Sancharika Lekhmala, September 2005



Cleanliness Campaign for Health
in Chitwan

Chintamani Poudel

Latrine in each house and its proper use. Accessibility of drinking water and total
sanitation. Will Chitwan be a model district by 2009? It has been extremely difficult
for governmental and non-governmental organizations working in the field of drinking
water and sanitation. It has been more of a problem to those who line their pockets by
just using rhetoric. Even after being received budget to construct latrines in remote
areas, they freely distribute materials but do not construct latrines. The practice of
using already constructed latrines as a godwon has made things more difficult.

The compulsion to cover one-hour distance for fetching water despite having a tap
nozzle right in front of one's house exposes the so-called development. This has
compelled health workers, who are raising public awareness, to think about their
work and outcome in order to weed out the bad behaviour of urinating and defecating
outside the latrine.

After finding out that that first and foremost necessity of health is sanitation, an
international conference was held in South Africa's Johannesburg with a commitment
to accomplishing the target of the Millennium Development Goals by 2015. Nepal
also signed it. The millennium development target is to reduce down the number of
people without access of sanitation facilities to half by 2015 and the government of
Nepal committed in providing all Nepalese with these facilities by 2017.

Governmental and non-governmental organizations in Chitwan have announced that
they will make Chitwan the first well-sanitized district of Nepal by 2009. With the
objective of making Chitwan a model district six years before the government timef rame,
the UNICEF is running mobile revolving fund and various programmes in 22 VDCs,
and the Rural Poverty Alleviation Programme in four VDCs, under the auspices of the
District Development Committee.

Nepal Red Cross Society has been in the forefront of water and sanitation as well as
school sanitation campaign in five VDCs.

Nepal Water for Health (NEWAH) has informed that it is promoting its programmes in
three VDCs whereas Chitwan's two municipalities are campaigning to make a model
municipality in terms of sanitation. Besides, VDCs are running a campaign on their
own budget. The Royal Chitwan National Park's central management committee is
undertaking a programme for its consumers. The Drinking Water and Sanitation Division
is expanding its services in rural areas, and the Drinking Water Supply Corporation in
urban areas. Apart from that, various non-governmental organizations and the
District Education Office have also incorporated the 2009 objective into their subject
matter.

Small city drinking water and sanitation projects that are being run in Ratna-nagar
Municipality and Parsabazaar of Khaireni VDC for assisting the campaign of making
Chitwan a clean and model district cannot be underestimated. These projects have
been giving grants to the poor families of their distribution area for latrine construction,
along with drinking water supply. Yet, landless squatters have not been able to utilize
the facility no matter how much they desire to do so.



In spite of all these efforts, it is still hard to determine whether the possibility of
making Chitwan a clean and model district will ever materialise. Those involved in this
field opine that everyone should accelerate their work in order to fulfill commitment.

President of Nepal Red Cross Society, Chitwan branch, Hari Prasad Neupane says
that youths should be appointed for this campaign as they play an important role in
achieving any goal. "If we proceed the programme under the direct leadership of the
community, then we may reach the goal. This has also been proved by the school-
centred cleanliness campaign." He tells that the school cleanliness campaign was
successful as it was based on child-approach. Neupane says that like children, women
(mothers) who carry the main responsibility of household cleanliness should also be
sensitised.

Rudra Khadka, Chitwan representative of the UNICEF Nepal says that although the
campaign has moved forward from schools, problems has risen due to the inability of
the VDCs to share the financial burden.

There is a provision that 33% of school cleanliness must be funded by the concerned
VDCs or municipalities, 33% by the local community and another 33% by the UNICEF.
Khadka says that the district cannot attain the goal if it proceeds at this rate.

Although the commitment to announce the total sanitation model district by 2009 A.D
has already been made, no data on houses without latrines are available. The sanitation
revolving fund has already been set up in 18 VDCs out of 36 VDCs in the district. A
poverty indicator list is not yet prepared. As a result, loans cannot be distributed.

In order to accomplish the commitment made in 2005, drinking water facility should
be added in 319 households every month and 341 latrines should be added and used
properly each month. As per the population census of 2000, Chitwan, which consists
of 36 VDCs and two municipalities, is home to 472,000 people and 87,000 households.

Binod Prakash Singh, a local development officer of the Village Development Committee,
Chitwan, says that the aim cannot be attained by a single organisation and that the
present growth rate will not help reach the goal. He further adds: "It is quite challenging
to make Chitwan a clean model district at the current rate. It is high time the people
in the sanitation field rethink seriously about this." He further says that a separate
programme focusing on landless squatters should be launched.

Annapurna Post, May 28, 2005



Public latrines of Pulchowk
awaiting thorough scrubbing

Suman Caire

Among the public latrines of Bharatpur Municipality (Chitwan), the most crowded one
is at Naranyangadh Pulchowk, which is in need of cleanliness. In 2045 BS (Nepali
year), Bharatpur Municipality rented land from Shyam Bahadur Pant, a local resident
and constructed public latrine that lacks adequate cleanliness and proper management.
Latrine users are required to pay one rupee if they want to urinate and two rupees to
defecate. Nevertheless, flies are swarming the latrines every day. Mostly bus
passengers from the east and west use the latrines at Pulchowk. However, after
shifting the latrines from Pulchowk to Paras Bus Park, the number of users has
declined.

Bharatpur Municipality has hired Lai Bahadur Shrestha, a local resident, as the
"watchman" for the cleanliness of public latrines located in the Narayani River belt.
Shrestha, who has been cleaning and taking care of latrines for the last seven years,
has not received any monthly salary. "The municipality doesn't give salary. I take
whatever I collect from levy." he says. "The latrines are in a very bad condition. The
leaking roof makes it impossible to use the latrines during the rainy season," he
adds.

"Bharatpur Municipality has not provided the necessary chemical (phenol) for cleaning
latrines," Shrestha complains. In a reply to a query of reporters, he says: "Forget
phenol, even soaps for washing hands are not given by the municipality." Latrines are
polluted due to lack of cleansing stuff such as harpic and phenol. I flush the latrine
daily, but still it stinks. The levy amount is barely enough. How to buy disinfectants?
Shrestha questions.

Gents' latrine remains open whereas ladies latrines are locked. But why is the ladies'
latrine locked? "Urchins started to enter the latrine along with girls. They used to
drink alcohol and smoke cigarettes and tobacco there. So I locked it. When ladies
come, I unlock the latrine," he replies.

Programme officer of Bharatpur Municipality Shiva Dutta Bhattarai says that the
municipality pays Rs 4000 every month for latrine operation and maintenance. In
Bharatpur city areas, there are public latrines at different places such as Pulchowk,
Pokhara Bus Park, vegetable markets, Paras Bus Park and Lila Chowk.

Given the objective of declaring Chitwan "Model District in achieving total sanitation
by 2009," observers say the municipality should give top priority to sanitation.

Bargikrit Rastriya bainik, June 8, 2005



People of Chandibhanjyang actively
involved in sanitation programmes

Pab'itra Dhakal

Keeping all the domestic works aside the people of Chandibhanjyang are involved in
cleanliness of their houses and villages. After the emergence of various epidemics
due to solid waste and dirty water, these people are participating in cleanliness
programme in order to protect them from it.

It takes one-hour-and-a-half walk from the main road to reach the most remote village
of Chitwan. There were no dearth of drinking water problems nearly four years ago.
Villagers used to become ill many times due to improper disposal of excreta. But now
there is a drinking water tap and a latrine in each and every household. According to
Bharat Malla (Thakuri), a local resident of Chandibhanjyang, because of the joint
effort of Sapros Nepal and local villagers, latrine and drinking water facilities are now
available. He says that the local villagers no longer need to walk three to four hours
just to fetch water.

He adds that on account of multiple exposures to various diseases due to poverty,
and lack of education and awareness, the people are finally participating in sanitation
programmes. "There was a compulsion of rushing towards the bushes for defecation
with the doodle-doo of a cock early in the morning. Also, there was a fear of being
seen by others if one went for defecation after sunrise. Various problems such as
injuries and fractures in case one fell down and snakebites posed threats while
defecating in the bushes in the thick of darkness. At last, we got relief from these
problems," he says happily. Bharat Malla is not only a hardworking farmer but also a
good social worker. He makes the locals aware of the importance of keeping their
villages, courtyards and lanes clean. Today, Chandibhangyang is seen as a clean
and beautiful place, thanks to his leadership.

The people of Chandibhanjyang-6, Kalikhol, who migrated from the hill areas of
Chandibhanjyang, are dwelling in small houses on roadsides. They have also
constructed latrines.

Bhupendra Praja, a resident of Kalikhola-6, is a social worker. In his village also,
latrine construction was undertaken at the initiative of local villagers. Praja says that
not only personal latrines but public latrines for travellers are also constructed in his
village by using private resources. The villagers of that community confess that the
work of public latrine construction has been possible with the help of funds collected
by playing Deusi and Bhailo (festival songs) and from the contribution of locals.

Praja says that the random stoppage of vehicles for the sake of passengers, who
want to defecate and urinate, has given rise to various diseases in the village. As a
result, the villagers felt the need for public latrines and constructed them.

"For any work, we Nepalese have the habit of depending on others. Therefore, the
Nepalese are always lagging behind. If one accomplishes the work on his own, then
there is no need to depend on others," he says.

Like Bhupendra Praja and Bharat Malla, if every Nepalese gives serious attention to
the cleanliness of their villages, couldn't this beautiful Nepal become more beautiful?

Pardarshi Rastriya Dainik, June 7, 2005



Money and awareness problems
greater than bear fear

Ramesh Kumar Paudel

Different organisations and government agencies are trying their best to declare Chitwan
totally sanitized district by 2009 A.D. If the inhabitants of Amiliya and Shitalpur are
not given timely attention, the campaign that started with the slogan "Let's visit Chitwan
in 2009 A.D." will be unsuccessful.

Amiliya village is located in Gardi Village Development Committee, Ward No. 1, of
Madi. It is known as a remote village of remote Madi. The Riyu River flows peacefully
in front of the village. The kitchen gardens of villagers adjoin the internationally popular
Royal Chitwah National Park. With the onset of rainy season, Amiliya becomes a
virtual island, Pe:due to the swelling river. Nevertheless, there is always a fear of
being attacked by wild animals such as tiger, bear and rhinoceros.

Juthimaya B.K., who is nearly 60 years old, was wounded by a rhinoceros eight
years ago. The wound on her right leg has not healed. The rhinoceros attacked her
when she went to jungle early in the morning to defecate. Still, she fears of being
attacked by animals. However, her habit of using jungle for defecation purpose has
not changed.

"Why should we spend money to construct latrine because there is already a huge
jungle nearby? This is the common feeling," says Rabin Shrestha, a 24-year-old local
resident. The Amiliya community, which once had 300 households, was first settled
21 years ago. Many migrated to other places due to fear of flood and wild animals.
Now there are only 65 households, but all are without latrines.

"Temporary latrines cannot be constructed because mice dig and bury them barely
two days after construction," says Shukra Bahadur Shrestha of Amiliya.

Janasewa Abhiyan, a non- governmental organisation of Amiliya, had constructed
three public latrines two years ago. But it was a waste because no one used them,
says Lai Bahadur B.K., chairperson of Gardi Village Development Committee.

The Dalit community is the largest in the village. On the one side, this community
lacks awareness about latrines. On the other side, poverty poses a big problem.
Moreover, the river in front of their houses and the jungle behind have fulfilled their
necessity even though they have to put their lives at risk to use this facility.

The condition of Shitalpur village, Ward No. 4, of Baghauda Village Development
Committee in the Madi valley, which neighbors Gardi, is no different. Chhengura Mahato
lost his nose after a bear attacked him when he was out in the open to defecate.
These days, Chhengura, who lost his nose, does not go to the jungle for defecation.
Instead of constructing a latrine, he is practising a trick to control his bowels as
long as possible so that he can avoid animal attacks. If he cannot control his bowels
for long, he goes to a field with his friend for defecation. A small pit will be dug, and it
will be buried after defecation. Wife of Man Bahadur B.K, a resident of
Chhengura village, was killed by a tiger when she was in the jungle to empty her
bowels. Even after losing his wife, he has not felt the need for constructing a latrine.
He goes to the river below his house, instead of going to the jungle, to avert
animal attacks.



Man Bahadur's village, Shitalpur, is one-hour walk from the Basantpur Market, which
is the centre of Madi. His house also adjoins the forest. Like the inhabitants of Gardi,
nearly 60 households of Amiliya live in fear of wild animals throughout the year.

"I have constructed a concrete latrine after people started to be killed by wild animals."
In this way, Durga Bahadur Bhujel of Shitalpur has emitted some inspiration in the
village. Sita Bhujel also constructed a concrete latrine. After seeing these two houses
with the new construction, its neighbour Buddhi Bahadur Chhettri is also planning to
construct a latrine.

Chandramani Mahato, a teacher of Madi, Baruwa says: "First, there is financial difficulty.
Second, the importance of latrine is also not known. That is why latrines are not
constructed."

He also points out that it is not difficult to construct latrines if people are made aware
that wild animals threaten their lives, and that the construction of latrines saves medical
expenses even if one survives the attack. Well-managed latrines also prevent different
types of communicable diseases.

Wealthy people of Madi had not also made latrines in their houses. Only after their
guests went around in search of latrines that they felt the need for latrines and started
the construction.

Six latrines must be constructed in every ward of the municipality and Village
Development Committees each month in order to make latrines available in each and
every house in Chitwan by 2009. This may not be difficult in accessible areas of the
district, but latrine construction is not that easy in villages such as Amiliya and
Shitalpur. Those working for governmental and non-governmental organisations and
the community, who are aware of the needs, must know that most of the awareness
generating programmes and facility should be launched in such areas.

Chitwan Post, June 29, 2005



Narayani riverbank becoming
public latrines

Srijana Aryal

The Narayani River, which is important from the religious, historical and tourist points
of view, has become a latrine to the people living near its bank. The river is getting
polluted every day because the people use this place to urinate and defecate.

It is dawn. Sukmaya Gurung carries water in a plastic Coca-Cola bottle and moves
towards the Narayani bank. She squats behind a stone because the riverside is
located near a market place. Except Sukmaya's husband Surya Bahadur, the riverbank
is a place for defecation for their six daughters. They know that there is a public
latrine, but they are compelled to do so due to lack of money. She asks: "Even if there
is enough money to pay for a public latrine, where are we supposed to go when it gets
closed at night?"

Not only Sukmaya's family, Ram Kumar Manandhar's family that runs a hotel on the
riverbank does not have a latrine as well. His 12-year-old daughter Rajani says: "We
don't have a latrine in our home. Where else should we go, instead of Narayani?"

The Diyalo club has a public latrine. The inhabitants of that area complain that they
cannot use the public latrine when the need arises because it opens late in the
morning and closes early in the evening. People tend to go to latrine at the same
time. Some say that they stopped using the public latrine as they had to wait in
queue for long. Shanti B.K., wife of Tikaram, complains: "One who enters the latrine
takes hours. I was sick and tired of waiting and finally stopped using it."

Each family is charged Rs 30 per month for using public latrine. A watchman of a
public latrine in Lilachowk says that for daily defecation there is a provision of paying
Rs 2 only. The latrine that has been running since 2015 B.S. has seven cells.
Watchman Sukbahadur Kumal adds that the number of latrine users is quite less in
comparison to previous years. It has declined noticeably. He feels that there is an
increase in the number of people who defecate on the bank and a decrease in the
number of latrine users due to lack of management by the municipality to prohibit the
people from using the riverside as open latrine. Additionally, one must also pay in
public latrine. "The payment of previous seven months is not yet cleared. If we ask for
the money, then they stop coming," he laments.

Among the 80 houses located on the bank, only 18 houses have latrine. Except a
couple of house owners, all members defecate and urinate on the bank.

Resham Lai Kuwar, chairman of the Narayani Kinar Tol Sudhar Samitee (Community
Development Committee of the Narayani Bank), feels sorry about the state of the
Narayani River. Squatters are doing whatever they feel like in the name of squatters.
He says: "Mostly the tenants of the Tarai origin use the riverbank for excretion."

The chairman says that after the construction of the public latrine the riverside became
clean, but tenants started polluting it again, and house owners followed suit.

Sanumaya Pariyar has been living in the si urns for the past five years. People used to
go to public latrine by paying money. She stopped using public latrine after everyone
started using the riverbank, which is free. She says: "When everyone started going to



the riverbank, why should only our family pay the money for public latrine? Therefore,
we also don't use the latrine."

An officer with the Social Welfare Department of Bharatpur Municipality informs that
staffs are appointed for controlling defecation, urination and other pollution along the
riverbank during office hours, from 10 a.m. to 5 p.m. He has felt that the problem
cannot be solved just by threatening the people or using sticks.

Additional problems have surfaced due to the practice of defecation in the open air
among the Tarai tenants. Sulav Nepali, who has just finished his S.L.C. exams from
Bhanu Secondary School, has been living in a rented place at Lilachowk. He too
rushes to the riverbank to empty his bowels due to a lack of latrine in his landlord's
house. He says: "What to do? We have to rush to the riverbank even though we know
it causes pollution. We have to use it anyway for defecation."

Not only Sulav, even Nanda Lai Gupta of Sarlahi district goes to the bank for defecation.
He complains that he is compelled to go to the riverbank for defecation due to improper
management of latrine by landlords.

Bharatpur municipality is making efforts to reduce and ultimately to eliminate the river
pollution, but its lone effort cannot solve the problem. The municipality officer believes
that local bodies, inhabitants, civil societies, various organisations and their
representatives have to unite in order to work out this problem.

Par dash iRastriya Oainik, June 9, 2005



No latrine, Juthimaya in pain for
seven years

EkalSilwal

Madi, Chitwan: Juthimaya Bishwakarma, 72, was seriously injured seven years ago.
Still her right leg's deep wound looks fresh. She could have prevented this wound by
constructing a latrine in her house. But now she cannot afford this. She is spending a
lot on treating her wound.

Juthimaya, for whom every footstep is a pain, cannot travel long distance from her
house. She lives in the habitat of wild animals of the Royal Chitwan National Park in
"Amiliya Island." The river is very difficult to cross during the rainy season. She has
an experience of going outside the island by being carried on someone's back. She
lives alone in a dilapidated hut and takes meal once a day. She was injured by a rhino
seven years ago. The one-horned rhino that came out from the national park gave her
a blow on her right shank breaking it into two pieces when she was among the
bushes to defecate early in the morning.

Widow Juthimaya started her treatment by keeping her only asset-five-hectare land—
as collateral to obtain loan amounting Rs 10,000. She also sold her two young goats
at Rs 2000. She was admitted in Bharatpur Hospital for a month. The wound has not
healed despite spending all the money.

After selling off her ornaments such as ear and nose rings, she continued her treatment
with the help of loans. Although she has spent more than Rs 25,000 in seven years,
the old wound continues to trouble her. She eats Dhindoroti in the morning and sleeps
empty stomach at night. This is her daily routine.

Juthimaya, who said that she used to sleep empty stomach at night after the rhino
attack because she was afraid of going out for defecation, now reveals that she
cannot afford to feed herself more than once a day. She earns her living by working
for her neighbours. When she does not manage to get even a meal, villagers feed her.

Saccharum and Spontaneum, the thickest of tall grasses behind her house, provide
her with space for defecation. She roams around the bushes and a stream because of
a lack of latrine. It still haunts her whenever she recalls an incident when the rhino,
which had attacked her earlier, attacked her again in her house.

The story of Juthimaya is not strange to the 60 households of the Amiliya community
of Gardi-1. There is not a single latrine in the village. Still the rivers and the jungle of
the national park act as open latrines.

No one gives advice to make latrines because there is no awareness.

"Now six public latrines, three of them constructed by the Janasewa Campaign and
the rest constructed by us, are also not in use," says Former Ward Chairperson of
Amiliya Lai Bahadur B.K. "Again other Juthimayas with similar tales will come up if
no one initiates to keep the village clean."

Bargikn't Rastriya bainik, June 29, 2005



On the road to model district
Ramesh Kumar Paudel

Hari Prasad Upreti of Mahadevtar, Ward-6 of Piple Village Development Committee,
never forgets the embarrassing incident of not being able to show a VIP to a latrine
when he asked for it.

He recalls circa 2055 B.S. A minister was going to visit Narayangadh from Hetauda.
District leaders had gathered near the Lothar River, the boundary of Chitwan, in order
to welcome the minister. Among those who had gathered there, a gentleman from
Ratnanagar wanted to pee. He shared his problem with Hari, who was also a former
teacher. However, there was no latrine in the entire village. Hari Prasad directed him
towards the Lothar river. But the gentleman was not used to urinating or defecating
out in the open air. He replied: "It's o.k. I'll withstand and urinate as soon as I find a
latrine." But he also asked in an accusing tone: "What is the condition of your village?"

Now, the story of the village of Hari Prasad, who had to be ashamed, is different.
These days, it is very difficult to find a house without a latrine. Latrine construction
began after villagers started becoming aware of its importance, organisations started
showing interest in it and women and children started keeping an eye on it.

Gopal Prasad Pathak of Piple was elected Chairperson of the Village Development
Committee in the local election of 2054 B.S. Unfortunately, even his house lacked a
latrine until then. According to the story told by villagers, leaders such as Kashinath
Adhikari and Modnath Prasith urinated by hiding behind the bushes and simple plastic
fences.

Chairperson Pathak also constructed a latrine when he constructed a new house by
dismantling the old house in 2057 B.S. He was the first person to construct a latrine
at Mahadevtar. Others followed suit.

Hari Prasad Upreti, who is also Vice Chairperson of the Parebashwari community
forest, says: "Many haven't constructed a latrine due to lack of awareness." The need
for a latrine was fulfilled by the northern forest, eastern and southern river and fields in
the centre.

Even his family used to rush to the upper neighboring forest for defecation and urination.
One had to cross the highway to reach the forest. After children grew up, he was
afraid of possible occurrence of accidents while crossing the road. So, he constructed
a concrete latrine in 2057 B.S. Latrines were constructed at a quick rate. A Drinking
Water and Sanitation (DWS) programme was started by the Social Development and
Research Centre at Gaidakot in Mahadevtar last year. According to a survey done by
the Centre, out of 159 households, only 40 did not have latrines. That means there
was such a vast development in the village that did not have a single latrine five years
ago. Out of these 40 houses, seven have constructed latrines. The remaining 33
houses will construct latrines within a year.

There is a different glow in the face of Sanumaya Chepang of Mahadevtar. Last year,
she shut the mouth of those who used to humiliate by saying: "How could a backward
Chepang construct a latrine." Nearly six years ago, all villagers were like Sanumaya.
With the rising tide of awareness in her village, Sanumaya showed that the Chepangs
do not lack behind when it comes to latrine construction.

The Local Progressive Female Saving Group has been conducting a door-to-door



campaign to raise awareness for cleanliness in villages. According to Chandra Pathak,
a member of 35-women group, a monitoring of every house, starting from kitchen
gardens and kitchens to roadways, is carried out on 15m of every month. People
maintaining the cleanliness of their houses are praised, while those who do not maintain
them are made aware of their responsibility. The presence or absence of a latrine is
the most important thing in this probe.

Chandra says: "Asking them to construct latrines is not enough. One should also be
able to make them understand its importance. Then only they become encouraged to
construct latrines." Eighty percent of the communicable diseases are reduced in
humans if there is no foul smell in front of the house. For this, latrine is very important.
People are made to understand its importance in various ways, she adds. Also, the
people who deliberately did not make latrine although they knew its importance were
made to participate in latrine construction using different tactics by social workers.

"One pledged to construct a latrine after one feels embarrassed when a visitor asks
for a non-existent latrine to urinate, just when the same visitor has praised him well
after visiting his house." This is how Laxmi Kandel of Gaidakot, who is associated
with a project of the Social Development and Research Centre, express his experience.
He also tells that the campaign for making children aware and exert pressuring on
their parents to construct latrines in their houses was also launched.

Hari Prasad knows well that asking someone to make latrines is not possible without
explaining their importance. Nearly three years ago, the community forest had decided
to construct a latrine to a consumers' group. However, nobody asked for money to
make latrines, says Hari Prasad. The community forest had a scheme in place to
provide money for making latrines, but there was no programme to explain the
importance of latrines.

There is a rise in awareness among those who did not construct latrines due to lack
of knowledge. There are people who are unable to construct latrines due to the lack of
money despite being aware of their value. The organisation, which is running a drinking
water and sanitation programme, has provided Rs 2000 to each families of Mahadevtar,
who do not have cash to construct latrines. This loaned money must be returned in
installment within three months. For latrine construction, an additional Rs 3000 is to
be spent, says Chandra Pathak. Except Rs 2000, an individual has to bear all extra
expenditures.

The UNICEF has informed that one gram of faeces of an unhealthy man may contain
10 million (1 Core) virus, 1 million (10 lakh) bacteria, 12000 protozoan and 100 eggs
of worms that cause disease. There is also another condition that each day 17 million
Nepalese (1 Crore 70 lakh) defecate in open places. According to the UNICEF's data,
negligence related with cleanliness is the cause of the death of 33,000 people every
year.

That is why the necessity of latrines is felt in order to control such a high death rate.
According to the Environmental Sanitation Augmentation's five-year work plan (1999
AD), 66 percent of the households have not constructed latrines because they have
not understood its need. 28 percent of the community is not able to construct latrines
due to lack of land and capital.

At Mahadevtar, too, five Chepang families cannot afford to make latrines. Chandra
has promised to construct latrines in all the houses of her village by the end of Chaitra
2062 BS by managing the fund.



According to the decision of different organizations working in sanitation, health and
drinking water, preparations for announcing Chitwan a totally sanitized district by
2009 AD are on. This looks true, when one sees the excitement and dedication of the
inhabitants of Mahadevtar. Additional 5167 houses are in need of sanitary facilities, in
the context of making it a totally clean district.

On a whole, this number appears to be high. But this aim can be fully accomplished
if six latrines are constructed every month in every ward of 36 VDCs and two
municipalities of Chitwan. At Mahadevtar, a sanitary campaign work is getting
successful with the dedication of leaders, community's awareness, including those
in a campaign, who are not in a condition to construct latrines by collecting funds.
Why is this not possible to replicate in other places as well?

The World Summit Convention for long-term development held in Johannesburg of
South Africa in 2002 has made a Millennium Development Goal to reduce the sanitary
deprived population to half by 2015.

Nepal has set the target of providing all people with sanitation facilities by the
end of 2017.

Chitwan Post Oai/y, June 13, 2005



Tragedy prods villagers to
construct latrines

Ekal Silwal

Seventy-year-old Chudamani Bhusal of Meghauli-4, Jitpur, has constructed latrines
only after being aware that managed latrines not only protect people from diseases
but also save lives. His wife Kaushila died in the age of sixty because there was no
latrine in her house. Nor was there any awareness of its importance in his family.
The Bhusal family regrets after knowing that the construction of a latrine seven years
ago would have saved Kaushila's life. Kaushila did not lose her life due to the garbage
spread around her house and the ensuing disease. She was killed on Mangsir 16 in
2055 BS in the morning when a rhino of the Royal National Park in Chitwan gave her
a blow. Due to lack of latrine in her house, a rhino blow her and killed.
How is her death related to latrine? Kaushila's eldest son Bishnu Bhusal says: "That
day my mother had gone out of the house early morning at six to empty her bowels.
The rhino that came out of the Royal Park pounced on her. When she was running
towards her home, it started hitting her with its horn and pushing her down. After she
arrived in front of our house, it killed her by stamping on her stomach."

Bishnu and his father Chudamani just did not stay idle watching the scene. "When
we looked around upon hearing her screams, we saw that a rhino was chasing her.
The father and the son had gone out to rescue her. The rhino also lifted and threw my
son three times and bit me on my right leg. The rhino frequently stamped and finally
killed her before we lost our spirits," says Chudamani in a sad tone.
The habit of defecating out in the open air was terribly costly. Chudamani lost his wife
for ever. Now he also has to shoulder the responsibility of rearing, caring and giving
safety to his six daughters and four sons. Following the tragedy, he started looking for
other preventive measures.
After that incident he felt that the location of the house, which was in an isolated
place, made it insecure from rhinos. Then he shifted to a densely populated area, 300
meters to the west. His new house was better built than the previous one. Now there
were neighbours who would help him in times of trouble. Yet they could not get rid of
the old fear. Reason: Most of the villagers were habituated to defecating on the edges
of the road and open fields in the morning.
The knowledge that easy and accessible latrines are more necessary than strong
buildings enlightened the Bhusal family. "What if only the houses were clean and
safe? It was so difficult to walk this way due to bad smell of unmanaged excreta lying
here and there." The son of Kaushila told pointing at the road in front of their house:
"Then we constructed a latrine though it is temporary."
After having a latrine that was constructed by digging a pit and surrounding it with
sacs, the Bhusal family not only feels safe from communicable diseases but also
feels safe from rhinos. Pondering for a moment, he says: "It is said that no one dies
before his/her time comes. Nevertheless, how can rhino kill, if people stop using
canal edge and field as latrines?"

Seeing growing awareness in the victim's family, one of the non-governmental
organizations also arrived in Meghauli with a sanitation program. After paying Rs 800
to Clinic Nepal, the Bhusal family received six rings, two covers, one pan, two-meter
long plastic pipe and basic construction facility-all free of cost.
That latrine constructed with an additional self-expense of two sacks of cement and
three masons has proved to be a safety guard of life. Similar latrines have also been
constructed in other houses of the village.

Nepal Samachar Patra,, June 2, 2005



Importance of awareness in
environment sanitation

Canashekhar Sharma

Although people know that "health is wealth", they are not manifestly aware of the
importance of health and environment sanitation. The higher the population rate, the
higher will be the environment pollution in urban areas. We think that picking up our
own garbage will tarnish our prestige. That is why we have not been able to build on
the concept of cleaning up the dirt of others.

Various organizations, VDCs, municipality and individuals, among others, have made
efforts at environment cleanliness of 36 VDCs and two municipalities of Chitwan.

The late Kishore Chandra Dhungana, who was a social worker, has become an example
forthe Praja (Chepang) community of hillside Chitwan. He donated nearly 30 hectares
of land to build a school building, distributed educational materials such as books
and copies and provided free food and lodging to those students who come there to
study. He had even given Rs 500 per family in order to help them construct latrines.
He had set the base for raising awareness of tree plantation for environment cleanliness
and of giving attention to sanitation in order to prevent the spread of diseases. These
days, his nephew Dilip Dhungana looks after school management. And from time to
time, he conducts various sanitation and plantation programs, including sewage and
drainage systems.

Out of 14 wards of Bharatpur, one, two, three, four, seven and ten wards are provided
with containers for the collection of solid wastes. The Tole Sudhar Samitis (development
committees) of various wards have distributed buckets for disposal of waste and have
mobilised municipality's carts for garbage collection. The litters thus collected are
dumped on the main market of Naranyangadh and from there it is loaded on to a
tractor and finally thrown into the jungle of Ramnagar. As the municipality has only
one tractor, it makes about three trips per day. The solid waste remain uncollected for
hours on the busy roads of the city, and half of the solid waste gets scattered when
street children and others search for plastics and discarded materials. This has lead
to environment pollution.

Permanent methods of waste disposal and well managed dumping sites should be
made because disposing of the garbage in the jungle of Ramnagar will create
environment pollution, including health hazards of wild animals.

Among the solid wastes, plastics are such materials which do not decay faster and
smell bad. Keeping this in mind, various organizations such as the Lions Club, Nari
Abhyudaya Kendra, the Nari Ekata Kendra (women unity centre), the Aama Shamuha
(mothers' group), the Aadarsha Nari Bikash Kendra (ideal women development centre)
and so on have conducted Suhiro Karyakram (needle program). As a result, plastics
are collected from houses and the money thus collected from them is spent on the
welfare of physically challenged and helpless children. Such praiseworthy work has
received aid. The cart with the slogan "Keep Environment Clean, Serve The Helpless"
written on it is taken to each house. Various helping programs are implemented with
the fund collected after selling plastics.

Due to a lack of public latrines, new visitors who come to the market enter narrow



alleys to urinate and defecate. This has led to roadside pollution. The majority of
people say there should be public latrines and water supply at public places to solve
this problem.

Along with the consumers of community forests, various people from various sectors
have been involved in security maintenance, conservation of forest areas and
afforestation.

Forest is the natural habitat of wild animals. If the jungle is not conserved well, valuable
animals such as elephant, rhino, tiger, beer, deer, peacock, parrots and hornbill will
become extinct. The environment will be adversely affected.

Forests also prevent natural calamities and provide adequate oxygen required to
mankind. Conserving forest areas prevents excessive rainfall, flood, landslides, drought
and soil erosion as well.

Although the tourist area of Sauraha Chitwan has made attempts to clean forest
areas in order to attract tourists, they are far from satisfactory. Though His Majesty's
Government has allocated 50 percent revenue from the tourism sector as grant, forest
development and wildlife conservation works are not up to the mark.

Even though Sauraha's tourism development fund has given money, from Rs 7.5
million to Rs 10 million for the programme, it has been found out that the money is
spent on meetings, allowances, and food and beverage. As a result, cleanliness of
roadside towards Sauraha area, and the conservation of trees on roadsides are not
monitored by any body.

If only the dwellers protect and preserve the trees in front of their houses, trees can
grow up well and healthy. The authorities concerned have not given attention even to
a wire net in a public place. \

Although different organizations are involved in cleanliness, there are not more than
two wells between the houses of the Tharu community. The community is seen using
the well water for drinking, bathing, and washing dishes and clothes. The used water
flows back to the same well. But no one is bothered. It has been found out that the
Tharu children are less conscious of hygiene in many respects.

They use all unnecessary firewood for "sacrificial fire." They are not aware of
afforestation. They do not know that the future generation will have scarcity of firewood
and that the natural habitat of wild animals will be destroyed.

Weekly Chitwan, June 11,2005



Construct latrines or fall prey to
wild animals

EkalSilwal

Man Bahadur B.K., who had migrated from Ghandruk (Kaski) in the year 2036 BS, to
Baghauda-4 Sitalpur of Madi, had constructed a house but not a latrine. After 10
years following the house construction, his wife died due to tuberculosis. Then Purnakala
B.K. came in his life as a second wife. On Jestha 20,2058 BS, a tiger killed Purnakala
when she went to jungle behind the house to empty her bowels early in the morning.

Man Bahadur later found her body that was half-eaten by the tiger in the forest at
around 4 pm. After passing a solitary life of about three years and a half, he married
again for the third time in Poush 2061 BS. After the death of his second wife, he has
changed the place for defecation. Instead of going to forest of the west he now goes
to the Ghusari River in the east. Yet he has not constructed a latrine in his house.

"There isn't enough income for food. How can a latrine be made? After the tiger ate my
wife, we stopped going to the jungle behind the house and started going to the river in
front of the house," says Man Bahadur, pointing at the Ghusari River.

His neighbour Chengura Mahato does not have nose and left eye. If people ask about
his nose, after looking at the dark cave-like hole instead of a nose, he answers
quickly: "The bear scratched it." He went to a place that was inhabited by bears early
in the morning, and was thus scratched. In Falgun 2055 BS, 63-year-old Chengura
and his 25-year-old-son Dhan Raj had gone for defecation in a river below their house.
The couple of bears that were languishing at night on the riverside near a forest
pounced on them. The son, who was carrying a stick, was able to chase away the
pouncing bear and to save his father from another bear's attack. Unfortunately, the
bear had already plucked the father's nose and left eye. Chengura who cannot smell
from the nose, cannot also see things clearly. His right eyesight is also getting weak.

Answering a query whether he would not have to face wild animals' attack, if there had
been a latrine in the house, he says: "We could have constructed a latrine if there
was money. If our time comes, we will have to die anyway. Otherwise, nothing will
happen even if we live together with the wild animals in the forest.Chengura says: "I
don't go to the riverside until it is a clear morning. In case of gastro-intestinal disorders
at night, I use the field below the house for defecation and cover it with mud."

Purnakala and Chengura, who had unpleasant encounters with wild animals, are not
the only ones who do not have latrines in their houses. Only six of around 150 houses
in Sitalpur village have latrines. Durga Bahadur Bujel is among those who have given
attention to sanitation and safety by constructing latrines. He constructed a concrete
latrine in front of his house a year ago.

Bujel says: "It was scary to live here after tigers killed people who went out to defecate.
We did not have the ready cash (to construct a latrine). Until last year, we used the
field in front of our house for defecation. We stopped going to the jungle after dusk. At
long last, we managed to construct a latrine by saving money little by little."

After Durga Bahadur and Sita constructed the latrine, their neighbour Buddhi Bahadur
Chettri has also started constructing a latrine in his house. School students have
also visited this village many times to give advice on latrine construction. "Every time,
villagers just say 'yes' for the sake of saying something. Now six latrines have been
constructed. Others can also learn the comfort and safety one can derive from a
latrine," says Bhujel. Bhujel, who is familiar with the dual importance of latrines,
asks: "How can one become a victim of wild animals if every house has a latrine"?

Nepal Samachar Patra, June 28 2005



Increase in economic status,
thanks to Chepangs' effort

Shanta Adhikari

These days Chepangs, who used to live in caves and depend on wild roots and bulbs,
are involved in sanitation work. They are widely known as an indigenous community,
off the coast of development opportunities. Chepangs, who constitute a major portion
of the total population of fourVDCsof Chitwan in hill areas, have started various practices
such as construction of modern latrine and safe disposal of household waste.

After the government launched the Tourism Program for Poverty Alleviation (TRPAP),
interest in sanitation has increased profoundly. Fifty-three percent of the total population
of Shaktikhor, Siddhi, Korak, and Kaulae VDCs, where TRPAP is implemented, belong
to the Chepang community.

Since the implementation of TRPAP, 76 people of Siddhi VDC have constructed private
latrines. Out of these, 40 houses are of Chepangs. In Shaktikhor VDC, including six
houses of Chepang, 62 households have constructed private latrines. Likewise, in
Kaulae VDC, including 36 houses of Chepang, 80 people have constructed latrines in
their houses.

Advisor to the TRPAP Ramhari Devkota says in the process of latrine construction,
four people of the VDCs were trained for latrine construction and those who have
completed the training are hired for constructing other latrines at Rs 200 per day.
Apart from these, he gives material support worth Rs 1850 for latrine construction.

Likewise, garbage collection centres have been established in 10 different places,
from Hukdi of Dhading to Shaktikhor of Chitwan. Former Chairperson of Shaktikhor
VDC Gopiman Shrestha says garbage collection and disposal have been made easier
due to the establishment of these centres. Additionally, health improvement and forest
conservation programs are also implemented in four remote hill areas of Chitwan
where the majority of inhabitants are Chepangs. In order to make forest conservation
programmes effective, training was given to 16 people, four from each VDC, for
construction of smokeless chulo (stove) and the program has been providing Rs 100
per chulo as donation after completing the training.

According to former Chairperson of Kaulae VDC Ghambir Bahadur Rana, smokeless
chulo consumes less firewood when compared to other cooking stoves. It is good
from the health point of view. This approach has also backed up forest conservation.

Local Development Officer of the District Development Committee (Chitwan) Binod
Prakash Singh says that he has taken sanitation activities as a priority. He says
sanitation campaign will soon be given priority in those VDCs where TRPAP and the
Decentralization Action for Children and Women (DACAW) program have been
conducted by the District Development Committee, Chitwan, in support of UNICEF.

President of Nepal Red cross Society, Chitwan Branch, Hari Prasad Neupane says
that the sanitation program conducted in every region of Chitwan district through
schools or the Junior Red Cross circle is effective. In order to make Chitwan the first
Model District of Nepal on sanitation by 2009 and to achieve the target of governmental
and non-governmental organizations working in this district, 319 households should
be facilitated with safe drinking water and 341 latrines should be constructed at homes.

Gorkhapa tra Oainik, June 21, 2005
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